rants: feedback@acmqueue.com K ode Vicious could devote every month to security questions and never run out. Whether it's the latest worm or ongoing problems such as this month's topic-phishing-security provides a cornucopia of challenging programmatic puzzles. Phishing alone warrants a book-length treatment, but that won't discourage KV. Here he offers helpful hints for taming this wily beast.
Dear KV, I noticed you covered cross-site scripting a few issues back ("Vicious XSS," December-January [2005] [2006] , and I'm wondering if you have any advice on another Web problem, phishing. I work at a large fi nancial institution and every time we roll out a new service, the security team comes down on us because either the login page looks different or they claim that it's easy to phish information from our users using one of our forms. It's not like we want our users to be phished-we actually take this quite seriously-but I don't think it's a technical problem. Our users are just stupid and give away their information to anyone who seems willing to put up a reasonable fake of one of our pages. I mean, come on, doesn't the URL give away enough information?
Phrustrated
Dear Phrustrated, Ah, yes, your users are stupid. They just sit around waiting for someone to pop up a login screen or a page full of inputs for personal information, and they're doing it just to get you. It's very comfortable to think along these lines because it leaves you feeling superior and means you don't have to work to fi x the problem; instead, you think you should fi x the users. Unfortunately, as I have learned from long experience, beating stupid people doesn't make them any smarter. Now, I don't like users any more than you do. They're demanding, and they want things simple and just ruin my fun at playing with what really are "my toys." Alas, we're both paid to make these toys work well in the service of the users, so we have to give them some small consideration. So, what is phishing? Well, fi rst of all it's a very annoying misspelling, far more annoying than kode. (Go ahead, call me a hypocrite, I'll wait.)
More to the point, phishing is the ability of an attacker to get someone to give away important or useful information. At the highest level, this is one of the oldest tricks in the book and likely dates back as far as the oldest profession. It's a con job: Your users are the marks, and unless the marks are paying attention, they are going to be conned out of their user name and password, or social security number, phone number, birthday, etc. The Internet has amplifi ed the abilities of old-time con men (there must also be con women, but this is not listed in my dictionary), because now there is a tremendous amount of important information stored on computers and because the Internet reaches into hundreds of millions of homes from anywhere on Earth.
Although there is no sure technical fi x to the phishing problem, there are ways to evaluate possible solutions, and these ought to be kept in mind for those moments when someone in a meeting says, "Well, if we just..." I have an allergic reaction to that particular phrase because it is usually followed by a specious or poorly thought out suggestion that sounds good until you try to follow it to a logical conclusion.
Many smart people are thinking about this problem, but the best advice I've seen on evaluating anti-phishing technologies comes from Rusty Shackleford. Rusty's rules can best be summed up in this way: 1. Anything the attacker can see, the attacker can spoof. 2. Anything the user knows, the user can, and will, disclose. (Corollary: Anything the user's browser knows, the user's browser can and will (quite willingly) disclose. 3. Your solution is only as good as its fi rst step. That is, Let's take these one by one. "Anything the attacker can see, the attacker can spoof." It may seem simple, but many people miss this point. Often people go to a lot of trouble to put visual cues into pages so that the users "know" they're logging into the right page. The problem is that anything you show to all your users, all the "bad guys" can see as well-and pretty easily re-create, no matter how complex. Eventually all that complexity just gets lost to the users anyway, so don't bother-they're not going to notice. If you can come up with something that personalizes the page, perhaps an image, and not one chosen from a list of 10, or 100, then that might begin to provide some protection. Sounds are another way to personalize a page, though an annoying one for those of us who hate noise in public places like cafés or cubicles.
Phishing for Solutions
A harder problem to tackle is "Anything the users knows, the user can, and will, disclose," with its corollary about the user's browser being tricked in place of the user. This is the root of the problem. Users are being tricked, and if an anti-phishing system just depends on a different set of data being collected from each user-for example, the question, "What is the meaning of life?" instead of "What is your mother's maiden name?"-then you're just moving the problem around, like shuffl ing the deck chairs on the Titanic. One goal of a good anti-phishing system should be to do away with collecting any "personal and secret" information from the user, because that information isn't really personal or secret and the user will willingly type it into a cleverly built phishing page.
Perhaps the hardest of the rules to understand is, "You're only as good as your fi rst step." What Rusty was saying here is that no matter how good and tightly constructed the later phases of your system, the whole thing will unravel if the fi rst step is susceptible to any of the issues pointed out in the previous two rules. Confused users are the easiest ones to phish. So, for example, if your account recovery page requires users to type in a lot of complex "personal and confi dential" information, it is likely that phishers will take advantage of this and instead of hosting a fake login page they'll happily host a fake account recovery page. It's just as easy to steal an account with the account recovery information as it is with the login and password.
Alright, I admit it, I was unable to solve phishing in 1,200 words or less, but I hope Rusty's advice is helpful and makes you a bit less frustrated. It has allowed me to quash some of the more questionable anti-phishing ideas I've heard of, and some days, that's half the battle.
KV
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